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DIGITAL SIGNAL DECODING APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a digital signal decoding apparatus adapted for decoding a transmitted or reproduced signal (data) obtained after a signal coded by an efficient coding apparatus for efficiently coding input digital data by the so-called block floating processing is transmitted or recorded.

2. Description of the Prior Art

There has been conventionally known an efficient coding technology to orthogonally transform an audio signal, etc. to divide its orthogonally transformed output into blocks every plural words to carry out floating processing every respective blocks to implement quantization thereto to record on a medium, or transmit thereto, floating information and quantization information along with a quantized output. Here, the above-mentioned block floating technique is basically directed to a technique to multiply respective words within the block by a value common thereto so that they have larger values, thus to improve the accuracy at the time of quantization. For an actual example, there is a block floating technique to search for the maximum one of absolute values (i.e., maximum absolute value) of respective words within the block to implement floating processing to all words within the block by using a floating coefficient common thereto, so that the maximum absolute value is not saturated. For a simpler block floating technique, there is also a block floating technique with 6 dB being as a unit utilizing bit shift.

However, in conventional orthogonal transform processing, without use of the block floating technique, a sufficient accuracy is ensured even at the time of any input, and an operation word length is made long to such a sufficient degree that the word length accuracy of a signal inputted to an orthogonal transform circuit is not damaged by the orthogonal transform processing. Further, an approach is employed to allow the block size for the orthogonal transform processing to be variable depending upon the property in point of time of a signal, thus to improve the analysis accuracy. There are instances where, as an index for judgment thereof, root mean square values of differences between adjacent samples of a signal are used.

Meanwhile, in such orthogonal transform processing, in order to perform an operation while maintaining the accuracy of an input, the operation word length becomes longer. For this reason, the scale of the hardware becomes large, resulting in great difficulty from an economical point of view. Further, in the case where the block size for the orthogonal transform processing is caused to be variable, newly determining a judgment index therefor only for the purpose results in an increase in the number of operation steps.

Further, in order to search for the above-described maximum absolute value in the above-mentioned block floating processing, such a procedure is required to judge whether or not the absolute value of the present (current) word is larger than the maximum absolute value of past words with respect to all words within one block. As a result, the number of steps in the processing program becomes large and it, takes much time therefor.

In view of the above, the applicant of this invention has already proposed, in the specification of the Japanese Patent Application No. 235613/1991 and the drawings attached therewith, an efficient coding technique to orthogonally transform an audio signal, etc. to divide the orthogonally transformed output, into blocks every plural words to carry out floating processing every respective blocks to implement quantization thereto to record floating information and quantization information along with a quantized output onto a medium, or transmit such information thereto wherein an approach is employed to carry out a first block floating processing before the orthogonal transform processing, and to carry out a second block floating processing after the orthogonal transform processing to thereby prevent degradation in the operation accuracy during the execution of the orthogonal transform operation. This technique which has been already proposed in the specification and the drawings mentioned above is directed to the technique to multiply respective words within a unit to carry out the orthogonal transform processing (orthogonal transform block) by a coefficient common thereto, thus to improve the accuracy at the time of the orthogonal transform processing. As a simpler method, a block floating with 6 dB being as a unit utilizing bit shift is frequently used.

Meanwhile, in the inverse orthogonal transform processing for decoding corresponding to the orthogonal transform processing in the above-mentioned efficient coding, when an attempt is made to implement inverse orthogonal transform processing to words which have been subjected to floating before inputting to the orthogonal transform circuit while maintaining its floating state, there results a high possibility that an overflow may take place in the process of the operation.

In order to prevent such overflow, however, when small floating coefficients are used to carry out floating, there results degraded operation accuracy.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention has been proposed in view of actual circumstances as described above, and its object is to provide a digital signal decoding apparatus capable of carrying out, with a small scale of the hardware and a lesser operation quantity, inverse orthogonal transform operation processing used in decoding corresponding to the orthogonal transform processing in the efficient coding processing.

To achieve the above-mentioned object, in accordance with this invention, there is provided a digital signal decoding apparatus adapted to decode a coded signal from a digital signal coding apparatus, adapted to divide an input digital signal into signals in frequency bands by using at least one filter to divide respective filter outputs into blocks every plural words to carry out a first block floating processing every respective blocks to further implement an orthogonal transform processing to the signal which has been subjected to the first block floating processing to thereby conduct frequency analysis to divide the orthogonally transformed output into blocks every plural words to carry out a second block floating processing and a quantization processing every respective blocks, wherein after the second block floating is released, an inverse orthogonal transform processing is implemented to the coded signal to thereby conduct frequency synthesis to restore it to a signal on the time base, and the first block floating is released in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation.

In the digital signal decoding apparatus thus featured, scale down is repeatedly carried out in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation to thereby release
the first block floating. At this time, scale down in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation is reversibly carried out. Further, the number of scale down times (operations) in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation is determined on the basis of the first block floating quantity. In this way, scale down is implemented in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation to thereby prevent overflow in the process of the operation.

In a coding apparatus corresponding to the digital signal decoding apparatus featured above, the above-mentioned band division by filter is such that as the frequency shifts to a lower frequency band, the frequency band width is caused to be broad. This band division by filter may be realized by cascade-connecting filters for dividing the frequency band into two frequency bands.

Further, in the digital signal decoding apparatus thus featured, the above-mentioned inverse orthogonal transform processing is an Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transform processing, and the above-mentioned inverse orthogonal transform processing is carried out at a variable block size.

Namely, the digital signal decoding apparatus of this invention is adapted to implement inverse orthogonal transform processing to words in which the second block floating is released to release the first block floating to be released at the inverse orthogonally transformed output by scale down in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation, and to reasonably repeatedly implement that scale down at the releasing operation of the first block floating to prevent an overflow in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation, thereby to contemplate solving the above-mentioned problems.

While the above-mentioned digital signal decoding apparatus is directed to an apparatus in which the band division coding and the orthogonal transform coding are taken into consideration, this invention may be applied, in the same manner as above, to an apparatus such as a Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) in which only the orthogonal transform coding is taken into consideration.

In accordance with this invention, the number of scale down times (operations) is determined on the basis of a first block floating quantity to repeatedly carry out scale down operations of the determined number of times in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation, thus making it possible to reduce the inverse orthogonal transform operation accuracy to a reasonable degree from a viewpoint of the entirety of efficient decoding, and to prevent an overflow at the time of the operation processing for the inverse orthogonal transform processing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form a digital signal coding apparatus corresponding to a digital signal decoding apparatus of this invention.

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, an actual circuit configuration for carrying out the block floating operation in the apparatus shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart for realizing, by software, the block floating operation of the circuit configuration shown in FIG. 2.

FIG. 4 is a view showing an actual example of division into blocks every respective divided frequency bands which extend in a frequency base direction and in a time base direction in the apparatus shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, an actual example of allowed noise calculation circuit 127 of the apparatus shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 6 is a view showing a bark spectrum.

FIG. 7 is a view showing a masking spectrum.

FIG. 8 is a view obtained by synthesizing a minimum audible curve and a masking spectrum.

FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, a digital signal decoding apparatus which is an embodiment of this invention.

FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, the internal configuration of the IMDCT circuit shown in FIG. 9 in more detail.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

A preferred embodiment of this invention will now be described with reference to the attached drawings.

By taking into consideration the flow of the following description, prior to the description of a digital signal decoding apparatus of the embodiment of this invention, a digital signal coding apparatus (efficient coding apparatus) corresponding to the digital signal decoding apparatus of this embodiment will be first described. The digital signal decoding apparatus of this embodiment will be described following the description of the above-mentioned efficient coding apparatus.

The technology for implementing efficient coding to a digital signal by using the technique of the adaptive transform coding (ATC), the technique in which the sideband coding (SBC) and the adaptive transform coding (ATC) are combined, and the technique of the adaptive bit allocation (APC-AB) will now be described with reference to FIG. 1 and figures subsequent thereto.

In an actual efficient coding apparatus shown in FIG. 1, such an approach is employed to divide an input digital signal into signals (signal components) in a plurality of frequency bands by using filters, etc., and to make a selection such that according as the frequency shifts to a higher frequency band, the band width is caused to be broad to carry out orthogonal transform processing every respective frequency bands to adaptively bit-allocate spectrum data on the frequency base thus obtained every so-called critical bands in which the hearing sense characteristic of the human being is taken into consideration (which will be described later), or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band to encode them. It is of course that the widths of frequency bands divided by using filters may be equal to each other. In the embodiment of this invention, an approach is employed to adaptively vary the orthogonal transform block size (block length) in dependency upon an input signal before the orthogonal transform processing, and to carry out the floating processing every block.

Namely, in FIG. 1, an input terminal 100 is supplied with, e.g., an audio PCM signal of 0–20 kHz. This input signal is divided into signals (signal components) in the frequency band of 0–10 kHz and the frequency band of 10–20 kHz by using a band division filter 101, e.g., so called a QMF filter, etc., and the signal in the frequency band of 0–10 kHz is further divided into a signal in the frequency band of 0–5 kHz and a signal in the frequency band of 5–10 kHz by using a band division filter 102 such as so called a QMF filter, etc.
in a manner similar to the above. As the above-described filter, there is, e.g., a QMF filter, which is described in R. E. Crochiere, Digital coding of speech in subbands, Bell Syst. Tech. J. Vol 35, No. 8, 1976. Further, a band division technique by equal band filters is described in ICASSP 83, BOSTON, Polyphase Quadrature filters. A new subband coding technique, Joseph H. Rothweiler.

The signal in the frequency band of 10 k–20 kHz from the band division filter 101 first undergoes a processing such that the absolute values of samples are taken at blocks every 2.5 ms. The absolute values thus obtained are processed at a minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 103 for obtaining (calculating) logical sums thereof. Then, an orthogonal transform block size determined at an orthogonal transform block size determination circuit 106 is used to calculate a shift quantity at that size by a variable block shift quantity determination circuit 107. To realize this, outputs of the minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 103 every 2.5 ms are compared with each other at the determined orthogonal transform block size to select the minimum output. By using an output thus obtained from the variable block shift quantity determination circuit 107, a first block floating circuit 120 implements block floating to an output (the signal in the frequency band of 10 k–20 kHz) from the band division filter 101. The output which has been subjected to block floating at the first block floating 120 is sent to a Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) Circuit 123 which is an example of the orthogonal transform circuit, at which such output is subjected to MDCT processing.

Similarly, the signal in the frequency band of 5 k–10 kHz from the band division filter 102 first undergoes a processing such that the absolute values of samples are taken at blocks every 2.5 ms. The absolute values thus obtained are processed at a minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 104 for obtaining (calculating) logical sums thereof. Then, an orthogonal transform block size determined at the orthogonal transform block size determination circuit 106 is used to calculate a shift quantity at that size by a variable block shift quantity determination circuit 108. To realize this, outputs of the minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 104 every 2.5 ms are compared with each other at the determined orthogonal transform block size to select the minimum output. By using an output thus obtained from the variable block shift quantity determination circuit 108, a first block floating circuit 121 implements block floating to an output (the signal in the frequency band of 5 k–10 kHz) from the band division filter 102. The output thus processed is sent to a MDCT circuit 124, at which such output is subjected to MDCT processing.

In addition, similarly, the signal in the frequency band of 0–5 kHz from the band division filter 103 undergoes a processing such that the absolute values of samples are taken at blocks every 2.5 ms. The absolute values thus obtained are processed at a minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 105 for obtaining (calculating) logical sums thereof. Then, a shift quantity at an orthogonal transform block size determined by the orthogonal transform block size determination circuit 106 is used to calculate a shift quantity at that size by a variable block shift quantity determination circuit 109. To realize this, outputs of the minimum block shift quantity calculation circuit 105 every 2.5 ms are compared with each other at the orthogonal transform block size to select the minimum output. By using an output thus obtained from the variable block shift quantity determination circuit 109, a first block floating circuit 122 implements block floating to an output (the signal in the frequency band of 0–5 kHz) from the band division filter 102. The output thus processed is sent to a MDCT circuit 125, at which such output is subjected to MDCT processing.

The above-mentioned MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transform) is described in, e.g., ICASSP 1987 Subband/Transform Coding Using Filter Bank Designs Based on Time Domain Aliasing Cancellation, J. P. Princen, A. B. Bradley, Univ. of Surrey Royal Melbourne Inst. of Tech.

The block floating operation will now be described with reference to FIG. 2. An input terminal 1 is supplied with each of digital signals outputted from filters 101, 102 of FIG. 1. This digital signal is sent to an absolute value calculation circuit 2, at which absolute values of respective words are calculated. The absolute values thus calculated are sent to a logical sum (OR) circuit 3 for determining floating coefficients. The logical sum output data from the OR circuit 3 is sent to a memory 4 for storing one word as a latch or register. The output data from the memory 4 is fed back to the OR circuit 3, at which an operation for logical sum of that output data and an absolute value of a present word from the absolute value calculation circuit 2 is performed. Namely, logical sum of a logical sum operation output from the OR circuit 3 and a present word, which has been delayed by one word at the memory 4 and inputted to the OR circuit 3, is taken, whereby logical sums of respective words are to be accumulatively taken in sequence. The memory 4 is reset (cleared to zero) every time data of N words of one block is inputted. As a result, logical sums of the entirety of respective absolute values of N words of one block are to be performed.

Logical sum output data from the OR circuit 3 is sent to a shift quantity detecting circuit 5. This shift quantity detecting circuit 5 detects the number of digits until "1" appears for the first time when respective bits are viewed from the Most Significant Bit (MSB) to the lower order, or a shift quantity immediately before "1" appears for the first time at the Most Significant Bits (MSB) when logical sum output data is left-shifted. Namely, for values of respective digits of a logical sum output of absolute values of respective words within one block, the values of the digits where "1" is set in any word take "1" and only the values of the digits where "0" are set in each word take "0". For this reason, the digit where "0"s are set in succession from the MSB of the logical sum output indicates "0" in each word. This implies that the number of significant digits (the number of digits where "0" is neglected from the MSB) is equal to the number of significant digits of the maximum absolute value within a block. Accordingly, the above-mentioned shift quantity becomes equal to a shift quantity based on the maximum absolute value within the block.

Further, the digital signal from the input terminal 1 is also sent to a normalization (shift or floating) circuit 7 through an N word delay circuit 6 for time matching of the floating processing, and shift quantity information from the shift quantity detecting circuit 5 is also sent to the normalization circuit 7. This normalization circuit 7 left-shifts, by the detected shift quantity, respective inputted data of N words of one block to thereby carry out normalization or floating processing. Thereafter, a fixed number of bits may be taken out from the higher order by using, e.g., a requantizer, etc.

Data from the normalization circuit 7 is taken out from terminal 8.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the procedure in realizing the above-mentioned logical sum processing (block floating operation) by using software. At step S11 corresponding to the absolute value calculation circuit 2, absolute values of
respective words are calculated. At the subsequent step S12, logical sum operation is performed similarly to the OR circuit 3. At the subsequent step S13, whether or not the logical sum operation of all words (N words) within one block is completed is discriminated. As a result, when it is discriminated that the logical sum operations of all words are not completed (NO), the processing returns to step S11. In contrast, when it is discriminated that the logical sum operations of all words are completed (YES), the processing proceeds to the subsequent step S14. Steps S14 and S15 correspond to the operation at the shift quantity detection circuit 5. At the step S14, left shift is carried out. At the step S15, whether or not it is detected that the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of the shifted result is "1" is discriminated. When "1" is not detected at MSB at the step S15 (NO), the processing returns to the step S14. In contrast, when "1" is detected at MSB at the step S15 (YES), the processing proceeds to the subsequent step S16. Steps S16, S17 correspond to the normalization circuit 7. At the step S16, respective words are normalized. At the step S17, whether or not N words within one block are all normalized is discriminated. As a result, when the discrimination result is NO, the processing returns to the step S16. In contrast, when the discrimination result is YES (normalization of all words is completed), the processing is completed.

In accordance with the above-mentioned embodiment, a complicated processing to detect the maximum absolute value within a block such as in the prior art becomes unnecessary, and simple processing to only take logical sums of absolute values within a block is carried out, thereby making it possible to determine floating coefficients, i.e., the above-mentioned shift quantities. This can lessen the number of steps in realizing, by using software such as a microprogram, the device for realizing a block floating operation, and permit the processing to be performed at a higher speed by reduction of the number of steps.

Here, an actual example relating to a standard input signal with respect to blocks every respective bands supplied to respective MDCT circuits 123, 124, 125 of FIG. 1 is shown in FIG. 4. In the actual example of FIG. 4, as the frequency shifts to a higher frequency band, the frequency band width is caused to be broader, and the time resolution is enhanced to more degree (the block length becomes shorter). Namely, with respect to a signal in the frequency band of 0–5 kHz on a lower frequency band side, one block BLL is set to, e.g., 256 samples. With respect to a signal in the medium frequency band of 5–10 kHz, block configuration is realized by blocks BLM1, BLM2 each having a length TBL/2 which is one half of the length TBL of the block BLL on the lower frequency band side. In addition, with respect to a signal in the frequency band of 10 k–20 kHz on a higher frequency band side, block configuration is realized by blocks BLH1, BLH2, BLH3, BLH4 each having a length TBL/4 which is one forth of that of the block BLL on the lower frequency band side. It is to be noted that in the case where the frequency band of 0–22 kHz is taken into consideration as a frequency band of an input signal, the lower frequency band is 0–5.5 kHz, the medium frequency band is 5.5 k–11 kHz, and the higher frequency band is 11 k–22 kHz.

The operation of the orthogonal transform block size determination circuit 106 will now be described. Namely, this circuit 106 receives the number of shiftable bits every 2.5 ms from the minimum block shift quantity calculation circuits 103, 104, 105 to allow them to be in a bundle at 20 ms, whereby when there exists the portion where the number of shiftable bits decreases suddenly, e.g., by 4 bits or more, the circuit 106 considers that there has been a sudden increase of the amplitude of a signal, thus permitting the orthogonal transform block size to be reduced to one half or one fourth. The block size thus determined is delivered to variable block shift quantity determination circuits 107, 108, 109 and first block floating circuits 120, 121, 122. The alteration of the block size may be controlled independently for every respective bands of the band division filters 101, 102, or may be controlled in common. It is to be noted that information of the orthogonal transform block size is adapted to be outputted also from output terminal 133.

Turning back to FIG. 1, spectrum data or MDCT coefficient data on the frequency base obtained after having undergone MDCT processing at respective MDCT circuits 123, 124, 125 undergo block floating at second block floating circuits 129 every respective critical bands, or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band, thus to realize effective use of bits. Also at this time, while the floating width may be also 6 dB step, the number of samples within the block of the second block floating may be caused to be smaller than the number of samples within the block of the first block floating, thereby making it possible to carry out block floating at a step finer than 6 dB in order to allow the gain of the block floating to be large, and to allow the gain of the efficient coding to be large. In this embodiment, block floating with about 1.8 dB being as a unit is carried out. Further, first and second floating quantities are not separately delivered to a decoding apparatus which will be described later, but the sum total of these block floating quantities is calculated at a block floating sum total quantity calculation circuit 128, and the sum total block floating quantity thus calculated is sent out from output terminal 132.

Respective signals which have been subjected to block floating every so called critical bands or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band are sent to an adaptive bit allocation coding circuit 130. This critical band is a frequency band divided in consideration of the hearing sense characteristic of the human being, i.e., a band that a narrow band noise has when a pure sound is masked by that noise having the same intensity as that of the pure sound in the vicinity of a frequency thereof. In this critical band, according as the frequency shifts to a higher frequency band side, the band width becomes broader, and the entire frequency band of 0–20 kHz is divided into, e.g., 25 critical bands.

An allowed noise calculation circuit 127 calculates allowed noise quantities every respective critical bands in which the so called masking effect is taken into consideration on the basis of spectrum data divided every critical bands to calculate the number of bits allocated every respective critical bands or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band on the basis of those allowed noise quantities and energies or peak values, etc. of plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band. Further, the adaptive bit allocation coding circuit 130 requantizes respective spectrum data (or MDCT coefficient data) in dependency upon the allocated bit number every respective critical bands or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band. Data coded in this way is taken out through output terminal 131.

The allowed noise calculation circuit 127 will now be described in more detail. MDCT coefficients obtained at MDCT circuits 123, 124, 125 are obtained from signals subjected to block floating at the block floating circuits 120–122. In this case, since an allowed noise to be calcu-
lated in the allowed noise calculation circuit 127 must be based on original signals, it is not preferable to calculate an allowed noise on the basis of the above-mentioned signals which have been subjected to block floating. For this reason, block floating at the block floating circuits 120–122 are first released at a block floating release circuit 126. Thus, the allowed noise calculation circuit 127 calculates an allowed noise by using block shift quantities obtained from variable block shift quantity determination circuits 107, 108, 109. FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, the outline of the configuration of an actual example of the above-mentioned allowed noise calculation circuit 127. In FIG. 5, input terminal 521 is supplied with spectrum data on the frequency base from the block floating release circuit 126.

The input data on the frequency base is sent to a circuit 522 for calculating energies every bands, at which energies every critical bands are calculated, e.g., by using a method of calculating a sum total of respective amplitude values within the critical band, or other methods. In place of energies every respective bands, peak values or mean values, etc. of amplitude values may be used. A spectrum of a sum total value of respective bands, for example, obtained as an output from the energy calculation circuit 522 is generally called a bark spectrum. FIG. 6 shows bark spectrum (components) SB for every respective critical bands. It is to be noted that the number of bands of the critical bands is represented with 12 bands (B1–B12) for the brevity of illustration.

Here, in order to allow for the influence in so called masking of the bark spectrum (components) SB, such a convolution processing to multiply the bark spectrum (components) SB by a predetermined weighting function to add multiplied values is implemented. To realize this, outputs of the circuit 522 for calculating energies every bands, i.e., respective values of the bark spectrum (components) SB are sent to a convolution filter circuit 523. This convolution filter circuit 523 is comprised of, e.g., a plurality of delay elements for sequentially delaying input data, a plurality of multipliers (e.g., 25 multipliers corresponding to respective bands) for multiplying outputs from these delay elements by filter coefficients (weighting function), and a sum total adder for taking a sum total of respective multiplier outputs. By this convolution processing, the sum total of portions indicated by dotted lines in FIG. 6 is taken.

It is to be noted that the above-mentioned masking is the phenomenon that a signal is masked by any other signal by the characteristic from a viewpoint of the hearing sense of the human being so that the masked signal is not heard. For this masking effect, there are a time base masking effect by an audio signal on the time base and the same time masking effect by a signal on the frequency base. By such masking effect, even if there is any noise at the portion subjected to masking, this noise is not to be heard. For this reason, in an actual audio signal, a noise within the range subjected to masking is caused to be allowable noise.

Here, an actual example of multiplication coefficients (filter coefficients) of respective multipliers of the convolution filter circuit 523 is shown below. When the coefficient of a multiplier M corresponding to an arbitrary band is assumed to be 1, a coefficient of 0.15 is multiplied by outputs of respective delay elements at a multiplier M-1; a coefficient of 0.0019 is multiplied by those outputs at a multiplier M-2; a coefficient of 0.000086 is multiplied by those outputs at a multiplier M-3; a coefficient of 0.04 is multiplied by those outputs at a multiplier M+1; a coefficient of 0.06 is multiplied by those outputs at a multiplier M+2; and a coefficient of 0.007 is multiplied by those outputs at a multiplier M+3. Thus, convolution processing of the bark spectrum SB is carried out. It is to be noted that M is an arbitrary integer of 1–25.

Then, an output of the convolution filter circuit 523 is sent to a subtractor 524. This subtractor 524 serves to calculate a level a corresponding to an allowable noise level (which will be described later) in the above-mentioned convoluted region. It is to be noted that the level a corresponding to the allowable noise level (allowed noise level) is such a level to become equal to an allowed noise level every critical band by carrying out inverse convolution processing as described later. This subtractor 524 is supplied with an allowed function for calculating the above-mentioned level a (function representing a masking level). By increasing or decreasing the value that the allowed function takes, control of the level a is carried out. This allowed function is supplied from an (n→a) function generator 525 as described below.

Namely, when the number given in order from a lower frequency band side of the critical band is assumed as i, the level a corresponding to the allowed level can be calculated by the following formula (A):

\[ a(i) = (n-a) \times \alpha \]  

In the formula (A), n and a are a constant (n>0), and S is the intensity of a convolution processed bark spectrum. In the formula (A), (n→a) is the term indicating the allowed function. In this embodiment, n is set to 38 and a is set to 1. At this time, there is no degradation in the sound quality. Thus, satisfactory coding could be carried out.

In this way, the above-mentioned level a is determined. This data is transmitted to a divider 526. This divider 526 serves to implement inverse convolution to the level a in the above-mentioned convoluted region. Accordingly, by carrying out the inverse convolution processing, a masking threshold is obtained from the level a. Namely, this masking threshold becomes an allowed noise spectrum. It is to be noted that while the above-mentioned inverse convolution processing requires complicated operation, the inverse convolution is carried out by using simplified divider 526 in this embodiment.

The masking threshold is transmitted to a subtractor 528 through a synthesis circuit 527. This subtractor 528 is supplied with an output from the circuit 522 for detecting energies for every band, i.e., the previously described bark spectrum SB through a delay circuit 529. Accordingly, subtractive operation between the masking threshold and the bark spectrum (components) SB is carried out at the subtractor 528. Thus, as shown in FIG. 7, the level less than the level indicated by the masking threshold MS of the bark spectrum SB is masked.

An output from the subtractor 528 is taken out through an allowed noise correction circuit 530 and through an output terminal 531, and is sent to a ROM (not shown), etc. in which, e.g., allocated bit number information is stored in advance. The ROM, etc. outputs allocated bit number information every respective bands in dependency upon an output (the level of a difference between energies every respective bands and an output of a noise level setting means (not shown)) obtained through the allowed noise correction circuit 530 from the subtractor 528. This allocated bit number information is sent to the adaptive bit allocation coding circuit 130. As a result, respective spectrum data on the frequency base from the MDCT circuits 123, 124, 125 are quantized by the number of bits allocated for every respective band.
In short, the adaptive bit allocation coding circuit 130 quantizes spectrum data for every respective band by the number of bits allocated in dependency upon the level of a difference between energies or peak values every critical bands or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band and an output of the noise level setting means. It is to be noted that the delay circuit 529 is provided for delaying the bark spectrum SB from the energy detecting circuit 522 by taking into consideration quantities of delays at respective circuits succeeding to the synthesis circuit 527.

Meanwhile, in synthesis at the above-described synthesis circuit 527, it is possible to synthesize data indicating so-called minimum audible curve RC which is the hearing sense characteristic of the human being as shown in FIG. 8 from a minimum audible curve generator 532 and the above-mentioned masking threshold MS. In this minimum audible curve, when the noise absolute level is less than the minimum audible curve, this noise cannot be heard. This minimum audible curve varies, e.g., depending upon the difference of a reproducing volume at the time of reproduction even if coding is the same. However, in a realistic digital system, there is not great difference in entering of music into, e.g., the 16 bit dynamic range. Accordingly, if quantization noise in a frequency band is easiest to be heard in the vicinity of 4 kHz, for example, it is considered that quantization noise less than the level of the minimum audible curve cannot be heard in other frequency bands.

Accordingly, on the assumption that a way of use is employed such that, e.g., noise in the vicinity of 4 kHz of a word length that the system has not heard, when the minimum audible curve RC and the masking threshold MS are synthesized to provide an allowed noise level, the allowed noise level in this case can be down to the portion indicated by slanting lines in FIG. 8. It is to be noted that, in this embodiment, the level of 4 kHz of the minimum audible curve is caused to be in correspondence with the minimum level corresponding to, e.g., 20 bits. Additionally, a signal spectrum SS is shown together in FIG. 8.

Further, the allowed noise correction circuit 530 corrects an allowed noise level in an output from the subtractor 528 on the basis of, e.g., equi-loudness curve sent from a correction information output circuit 533. Here, the equi-loudness curve is a characteristic curve relating to the hearing sense characteristic of the human being. For example, sound pressures of a sound at respective frequencies, which is heard at the same intensity as that of a pure sound of 1 kHz, for example, are determined to connect them by curves. This equi-loudness curve is also called an equi-sensitivity curve of loudness. Further, in this equi-loudness curve, substantially the same curve as the minimum audible curve RC shown in FIG. 8 is depicted. In the equi-loudness curve, for example, in the vicinity of 4 kHz, even if a sound pressure is lowered by 8~10 dB than that at 1 kHz, sound is heard at the same intensity as that at 1 kHz. In contrast, in the vicinity of 50 kHz, unless a sound pressure is higher by about 15 dB than that at 1 kHz, sound is not heard at the same intensity.

For this reason, it is seen that it is desirable that the noise above the level of the minimum audible curve (allowed noise level) is caused to have a frequency characteristic given by the curve corresponding to the equi-loudness curve. From facts as described above, it is seen that correcting the allowed noise level in consideration of the equi-loudness curve is in conformity with the hearing sense characteristic of the human being.

Here, the correction information output circuit 533 may be constructed to correct the allowed noise level on the basis of information of a difference between a detected output of an output information of quantity (data quantity) in quantization at the coding circuit 130 and a bit rate target value of the finally coded data. The reason why such circuit configuration is employed is as follows. Namely, there are instances where the total number of bits obtained by implementing in advance temporary adaptive bit allocation to all bit allocation unit blocks may have an error with respect to a fixed number of bits (target value) determined by the bit rate of the finally coded output data. Therefore, bit allocation is carried out for a second time in order to allow the error to become equal to zero. Namely, bit allocation is carried out such that when the total number of allocated bits is less than the target value, the number of bits indicating a difference therebetween is allocated (assigned) to respective unit blocks to add it thereto, while when the total number of allocated bits is greater than the target value, the number of bits indicating a difference therebetween is allocated (assigned) to respective unit blocks to reduce it therefrom.

In order to carry out such an operation, an error from the target value of the total number of allocated bits is detected. In accordance with the error data, correction information output circuit 533 outputs correction data for correcting respective allocated bit numbers. Here, in the case where the error data indicates shortage of the number of bits, a greater number of bits are used per unit block. Namely, consideration can be made in connection with the case where the quantity of data is greater than the target value. In contrast, in the case where the error data is data indicating remainder of the number of bits, a lesser number of bits can be used per unit block. Namely, consideration can be made in connection with the case where the quantity of data is less than the target value.

Accordingly, from the correction information output circuit 533, data of the correction value for correcting an allowed noise level in an output from the subtractor 528, e.g., on the basis of information data of the equi-loudness curve is outputted in accordance with the error data. A correction value as described above is transmitted to the allowed noise correction circuit 530. Thus, the allowed noise level from the subtractor 528 is corrected. Further, as another embodiment, the number of bits of the target value may be fixedly allocated to respective blocks from the beginning. At this time, a quantity of operations can be reduced to much degree. As a further embodiment, allocation of bits dependent upon the magnitudes of signals of respective blocks may be carried out. At this time, the noise energy can be minimized.

A digital signal decoding apparatus of an embodiment of this invention will now be described. The digital signal decoding apparatus of this embodiment is directed to a digital signal decoding apparatus adapted for decoding a coded signal from an efficient coding apparatus (digital signal coding apparatus), which is, as described with reference to FIG. 1, adapted to divide an input digital signal into signals in respective frequency bands by using at least one filter to divide filter outputs into blocks every plural words to carry out a first block floating processing every respective blocks to further implement an orthogonal transform processing to the signal which has been subjected to the first block floating processing to thereby conduct frequency analysis to divide, every plural words, the orthogonally transformed output into blocks to carry out a second block floating processing and a quantization processing every respective blocks, characterized in that, as shown in
FIG. 9, after the second block floating is released by inverse floating circuits 229, an inverse orthogonal processing is implemented to the coded signal at IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 to thereby conduct frequency synthesis to restore it to a signal on the time base, and the first block floating is released in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation.

In the decoding apparatus of this embodiment, scale down is repeatedly carried out in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation to thereby release the first block floating. At this time, scale down in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation is variably carried out, and the number of scale down operations in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation is determined on the basis of the first block floating quantity. By reasonably implementing scale down in the process of the inverse orthogonal transform operation in this way, an overflow in the process of operation is prevented.

It is to be noted that, in the coding apparatus corresponding to the digital signal decoding apparatus of this embodiment, as described above, a band division by filter is carried out such that according as the frequency shifts to a lower frequency band, the band width is caused to be broad. This band division by filter is realized by cascade-connecting filters for dividing the frequency band into two frequency bands (band division filters 101, 102 of FIG. 1).

Further, in the digital signal decoding apparatus of this embodiment, the above-mentioned inverse orthogonal transform processing is caused to be Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (IMDCT), and the inverse orthogonal transform processing is carried out at a variable block size. Namely, in FIG. 9, an input terminal 231 is supplied with coded data on the frequency base obtained from the output terminal 131 of FIG. 1. This coded data is first sent to an adaptive bit allocation decoding circuit 230, at which it is subjected to decoding processing. Then, the decoded data thus obtained are sent to inverse floating circuits 229 for releasing the second block floating. These inverse floating circuits 229 process such decoded data at every critical band or at every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band. The shift quantity of the second block floating used at this time is calculated as follows.

A floating quantity from the above-described coding apparatus is first delivered to a terminal 232. A first shift quantity calculation circuit 234 for calculating the first block floating quantity calculates, every orthogonal transform block, a minimum bit shift quantity of floating quantities included therein to thereby calculate the first block floating quantity. The first block floating quantity thus obtained is a value with 6 dB (1 bit) being as a unit. A second shift quantity calculation circuit 228 for calculating a second block floating quantity subtracts the first block floating quantity which has been calculated at the first shift quantity calculation circuit 234 from a floating quantity from the coding apparatus, which has been delivered to the terminal 232, every critical bands or every plural bands obtained by further dividing the critical band in a higher frequency band to thereby calculate the second block floating quantity.

Further, an input terminal 233 is supplied with block size data from the coding apparatus. This block size data is delivered to the first shift quantity calculation circuit 234 and IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 which serve as an inverse orthogonal transform circuit.

Further, a scale down times determination circuit 227 determines the number of scale down times at the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 from an output of the first shift quantity calculation circuit 234. Then a third shift quantity calculation circuit 226 calculates a third shift quantity from the first shift quantity and the scale down times to deliver it to the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225. It is to be noted that the above-mentioned third shift quantity is a shift quantity for allowing outputs of the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 to be uniformly equal to one half of the normal scale, i.e., a value shifted by one bit to the LSB side.

Words where the second block floating is released by the inverse floating circuits 229 by using the second block floating quantity from the second shift quantity calculation circuit 228 undergoes a processing such that the orthogonal transform operation is released at the respective IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225. At the same time, in the process of operations of IMDCT at these IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225, scale down is implemented by an output of the scale down times determination circuit 227. Further, scaled down inverse orthogonally transformed outputs are shifted by the third shift quantity, and are then outputted in the state scale down to 1/2, i.e., shifted by one bit to the LSB side.

An actual operation at the scale down determination circuit 227, the third shift quantity calculation circuit 226, and the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 will now be described in detail by using an example of the IMDCT calculation technique. The calculation formula of IMDCT is given by the following formula (1). Calculation of IMDCT can be carried out at a high speed by using, e.g., FFT (First Fourier Transform). The calculation procedure is shown below:

\[ y(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} x(k) \cos(\pi(2k+1)(2n+1)/4M), \quad 0 \leq n < 2M \]

First, U(k) is defined by the following formula (2):

\[ U(k) = X(k), \quad 0 \leq k < M/2 \]

\[ = -X(-k), \quad M/2 \leq k < M \]

From the above formula (2), complex series Z(l) is calculated by transform operation expressed by the following formula (3):

\[ Z(l) = U(l) - (-1)^l U(l+M/2) \exp(-j\pi l M/2), \quad 0 \leq l < M/2 \]

In actual terms, a calculation to develop the complex number into the real number is carried out as indicated by the following formula (4):

\[ \text{Re}(Z(l)) = U(l) \cos((-2lM) - U(l+M/2)) \sin((-2lM) + U(l+M/2)) \]

\[ \sin((-2lM) + U(l)) \sin(-2lM) \leq M/2 \]

Here, FFT is implemented to z(l) as indicated by the following formula (5) to thereby provide z(n):

\[ z(n) = \sum_{l=0}^{M/2-1} Z(l) \exp(-j2\pi l n/M) \]

\[ 0 \leq n < M \]

In the operation of FFT, e.g., Cooley-Tukey algorithm generally well known is used to implement N stages (n-th power of 2=M/2) of the butterfly operation to Z(l).

A transform operation indicated by the following formula (6) is implemented to the output z(n) of FFT, thereby making it possible to provide u(n).
that the maximum number of scale down operations is MSD, the number of scale down times can be expressed by the following formula (10):

$$\text{ISD}=1 \left(1-\text{IBF}1+0 \left(0:1, \text{IBF}<\text{MSD}\right) \text{ISD}=\text{MSD}ight)$$

(10)

Here, when the first shift quantity IBF1 is a positive number, it indicates a shift quantity to the MSB side. In contrast, when the first shift quantity IBF1 is a negative number, it indicates a shift quantity to the LSB side in terms of the absolute value. Further, when the number of scale down operations is 1, scale down is implemented by a quantity indicated by the above-mentioned formula (4). Every time the value of the number of scale down operations ISD is increased by 1, scale down is implemented in order of the first stage of the formula (5) and the second stage thereof.

The third shift quantity calculation circuit 226 will now be described. This third shift quantity is a shift quantity for allowing the scale at the time of an output of the formula (8) in the IMDC circuit calculation procedure to be uniformly adjusted, and is a shift quantity for allowing the scale at the time of output of the formula (8) to be equal to a value which is one half of the normal scale, i.e., for allowing it to be placed in the state shifted by one bit to the LSB side. This third shift quantity will be referred to as IBF3. When the first shift quantity IBF1 is a positive number, it indicates a shift quantity to the LSB side. In contrast, when the third shift quantity IBF3 is a negative number, it indicates a shift quantity to the MSB side in terms of the absolute value. The reason why the output of the formula (8) is scaled down to 1/2 is to prevent an overflow, and a margin of one bit is given on the MSB side. Further, the relationship of the first shift quantity IBF1, the number of scale down operations ISD, and the third shift quantity IBF3 is irrelevant to the value of the first shift quantity IBF1, and can be expressed by the following formula (11):

$$\text{IBF}1=\text{ISD}-\text{IBF}3$$

(11)

In the above-mentioned formula (11), floating corresponding to the first shift quantity IBF1 is released by the number of scale down operations ISD and the third shift quantity IBF3. The scale of each word at the time of IMDC output indicates uniformly −1, i.e., that it is in the state shifted by one bit to the LSB side.

Namely, the relationship of the first shift quantity IBF1, the number of scale down operations ISD and the third shift quantity IBF3 in the case where, e.g., the IMDC block length M is 128 (the number of butterfly stages of FFT is 6) is as shown in Table 1. In this Table, asterisk (*) implies that scale down is implemented. From the Table 1, also in the case where the first shift quantity IBF1 takes other values than those indicated in this Table 1 (A, IB), the number of scale down times ISD and the third shift quantity IBF3 are determined in accordance with the above-mentioned rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULA (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULA (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above-mentioned IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 will now be described by taking an example of a more practical configuration. FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram showing, in a block form, the internal configuration of the respective IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 in the case where an operation is performed on the basis of the calculation procedure of the IMDCT.

Namely, the circuit configuration of FIG. 10 comprises a terminal 301 supplied with data X(k) from the inverse floating circuit 229, a terminal 302 supplied with the number of scale down operations TSD from the scale down times determination circuit 227, a terminal 303 supplied with a third shift quantity IBF3 from the third shift quantity calculation circuit 226, a U(k) operation circuit 311 for calculating U(k) by the operation of the formula (2), a Z(1) operation circuit 312 for calculating Z(1) by the operation of the formula (3) or the formula (4), a z(n) operation circuit 313 for calculating z(n) by the operation of the formula (5), a u(n) operation circuit 314 for calculating u(n) by the operation of the formula (6), a y(n) operation circuit 315 for calculating y(n) by the operation of the formula (8), a shift circuit 316 for carrying out shift operation corresponding to the third shift quantity IBF3, and an output terminal 330. By these circuit components, operations are performed in succession in order of the formulas (2), (4), (5), (6), (8) in accordance with the above-described calculation procedure. Further, the Z(1) operation circuit 312, the z(n) operation circuit 313 and the u(n) operation circuit 314 are supplied with the number of scale down operations ISD, at which scale down is implemented on the basis of that value. In addition, the shift circuit 316 is supplied with a third shift operation IBF3 through the terminal 303. At this shift circuit 316, all words of the output y(n) of the y(n) operation circuit 315 are shifted every respective words by the third shift quantity IBF3. Thereafter, an output of the shift circuit 316 is taken out from the terminal 330. The output thus obtained serves as outputs of the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225. Thus, a shift quantity corresponding to the first shift quantity IBF1, i.e., a floating quantity is completely released. It is to be noted that outputs of respective words at the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 are outputted with the scale being reduced to one half, i.e., in the state shifted by one bit to the LSB side.

Turning back to FIG. 9, outputs of the IMDCT circuits 223, 224, 225 are respectively sent to 1 bit shift circuits 220, 221, 222. At these circuits, words outputted at the scale of ½ are shifted by one bit to the MSB side so that its scale is caused to be in correspondence with a normal scale for a second time. Thus, there results the state where the first block floating is completely released.

Thereafter, outputs of 1 bit shift circuits 221, 222 are synthesized at a band synthesis filter 202, and an output of the 1 bit shift circuit 220 and an output of the band synthesis filter 202 are synthesized at a band synthesis filter 201, resulting in a reproduced signal. The reproduced signal thus obtained is taken out from output terminal 200.

It is to be noted that this invention is not limited only to the above-mentioned embodiment, but may be applied not only to a signal processor for an audio PCM signal as described above but also to, e.g., a signal processor for digital speech signal, etc. In addition, this invention may be applied not only to the decoding apparatus of the above-mentioned embodiment but also similarly to other decoding apparatuses.

As described in detail, in accordance with the digital signal decoding apparatus according to this invention, block floating having a predetermined floating quantity of each word at the time of inputting to the inverse orthogonal transform circuit is released by repeatedly implementing scale down at the time of the inverse orthogonal transform operation processing thus to allow the scale in the inverse orthogonally transformed output to be in correspondence with a normal scale for a second time. Accordingly, it is possible to improve the operation accuracy at the time of the inverse orthogonal transform operation processing, and to prevent an overflow in the process of operation.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of decoding a coded digital signal, the coded digital signal generated by spectrally separating an input signal, plural word blocking the spectrally separated input signal, orthogonally transforming the blocked spectrally separated input signal and adaptive bit allocation coding the transformed blocked spectrally separated input signal, comprising the steps of:
   - adaptively decoding the coded digital signal into plural signals;
   - calculating a first block floating quantity from a floating quantity derived from the input signal;
   - calculating a second block floating quantity from the first block floating quantity;
   - releasing a second block floating of each of the plural signals based upon the second block floating quantity;
   - determining a number of scale down times based upon the first block floating quantity;
   - inverse orthogonally transforming and releasing a first block floating of the second block floating released plural signals based upon the scale down times and based upon block size data derived from the input signal; and
   - bit shifting each of the inverse orthogonally transformed plural signals.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
   - combining the bit shifted orthogonally transformed plural
signals to generate a synthesized signal.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of combining is performed by at least one filter, further comprising the steps of:
  broadening a frequency bandwidth in response to a shift of the input signal to a lower frequency band.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the filters for combining are cascade-connected.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of inverse orthogonally transforming further comprises the step of:
  releasing the first block floating based upon repeated scale downs.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein the repeated scale downs are reversible.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein a number of scale down times is determined on the basis of the first block floating quantity.
8. The method of claim 5, wherein scale down is implemented in the step of inverse orthogonal transforming to thereby prevent overflow.
9. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of inverse orthogonal transforming is performed at a variable block size.
10. The method of claim 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 or 8, wherein the inverse orthogonal transforming is an inverse modified cosine transforming.
11. A method of decoding a coded digital signal, the coded digital signal generated by dividing into blocks every several words of an input signal, orthogonally transforming the blocks and adaptive bit allocation coding the orthogonally transformed blocks, comprising the steps of:
  adaptively decoding the coded digital signal into plural signals;
  calculating a first block floating quantity from a floating quantity derived from the input signal;
  calculating a second block floating quantity from the first block floating quantity;
  releasing a second block floating of each of the plural signals based upon the second block floating quantity;
  determining a number of scale down times based upon the first block floating quantity;
  inverse orthogonally transforming and releasing a first block floating of the second block floating released plural signals based upon the scale down times and based upon block size data derived from the input signal; and
  bit shifting each of the inverse orthogonally transformed plural signals.
12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the step of:
  combining the bit shifted orthogonally transformed plural signals to generate a synthesized signal.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein the step of inverse orthogonally transforming further comprises the step of:
  releasing the first block floating based upon repeated scale downs.
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the repeated scale downs are reversible.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein a number of scale down times is determined on the basis of the first block floating quantity.
16. The method of claim 13, wherein scale down is implemented in the step of inverse orthogonal transforming to thereby prevent overflow.
17. The method of claim 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 or 16, wherein the inverse orthogonal transforming is an inverse modified cosine transforming.
18. The method of claim 11, wherein said inverse orthogonal transforming is performed at a variable block size.
19. An apparatus for decoding a coded digital signal, the coded digital signal generated by spectrally separating an input signal, plural word blocking the spectrally separated input signal, orthogonally transforming the blocked spectrally separated input signal and adaptive bit allocation coding the orthogonally transformed blocked spectrally separated input signal, comprising:
  means for adaptively decoding the coded digital signal into plural signals;
  means for calculating a first block floating quantity from a floating quantity derived from the input signal;
  means for calculating a second block floating quantity from the first block floating quantity;
  means for releasing a second block floating of each of the plural signals based upon the second block floating quantity;
  means for determining a number of scale down times based upon the first block floating quantity;
  means for inverse orthogonally transforming and releasing a first block floating of the second block floating released plural signals based upon the scale down times and based upon block size data derived from the input signal; and
  means for bit shifting each of the inverse orthogonally transformed plural signals.
20. The apparatus of claim 19, further comprising:
  means for combining the bit shifted orthogonally transformed plural signals to generate a synthesized signal.
21. The apparatus of claim 20, wherein the means for combining further comprises:
  cascade-connected band synthesis filters.
22. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the means for inverse orthogonally transforming further comprises:
  means for releasing the first block floating based upon repeated scale downs.
23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein the repeated scale downs are reversible.
24. The apparatus of claim 23, wherein the means for releasing further comprises:
  means for determining a number of scale down times on the basis of the first block floating quantity.
25. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein scale down is implemented to thereby prevent overflow.
26. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein said means for inverse orthogonal transforming transforms at a variable block size.
27. The apparatus of claim 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, or 25, wherein the means for inverse orthogonal transforming comprises:
  an inverse modified cosine transformer.
28. An apparatus for decoding a coded digital signal, the coded digital signal generated by dividing into blocks every several words of an input signal, orthogonally transforming the blocks and adaptive bit allocation coding the orthogonally transformed blocks, comprising:
  means for adaptively decoding the coded digital signal into plural signals;
  means for calculating a first block floating quantity from a floating quantity derived from the input signal;
  means for calculating a second block floating quantity
from the first block floating quantity; means for releasing a second block floating of each of the plural signals based upon the second block floating quantity;
means for determining a number of scale down times based upon the first block floating quantity;
means for inverse orthogonally transforming and releasing a first block floating of the second block floating released plural signals based upon the scale down times and based upon block size data derived from the input signal; and
means for bit shifting each of the inverse orthogonally transformed plural signals.
29. The apparatus of claim 28, further comprising:
means for combining the bit shifted orthogonally transformed plural signals to generate a synthesized signal.
30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the means for combining further comprises:
cascade-connected band synthesis filters.
31. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the means for inverse orthogonally transforming further comprises:
means for releasing the first block floating based upon repeated scale downs.
32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein the repeated scale downs are reversible.
33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein the means for releasing further comprises:
means for determining a number of scale down times on the basis of the first block floating quantity.
34. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein scale down is implemented to thereby prevent overflow.
35. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein said means for inverse orthogonal transforming transforms at a variable block size.
36. The apparatus of claim 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 or 34, wherein the means for inverse orthogonal transforming comprises:
an inverse modified cosine transformer.